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Welcome to Modern Lawyer.
Change is hard. In 2020 we all faced a lot of change in what we

did and how we did it. How we navigate change is a key theme

running throughout this issue of Modern Lawyer.

It’s interesting how quickly a change-averse profession 

was able to change when there was no other option.

This experience shows that it all comes down to how we

manage change and understanding the human aspects of

change. There can be lots of emotions which run high during changes such as excitement

for new ideas or processes or regret at the abandonment of ways of doing things that seem

second nature. 

This is definitely a significant moment for the legal profession. Once vaccines are rolled

out and Covid-19 is not as immediate a threat, will we go back to the old ways of doing

things or has the Rubicon finally been crossed?

It’s likely that we will embrace the blended workplace where working remotely and 

in the office may be interchangeable and a matter of choice. I think business travel is

unlikely to come back in the same form, which is progress. Constant travel was frequently

linked to stress and poor mental health outcomes for many. It will also be good news for

the environment and sustainability is becoming the word on everyone’s lips in the

business world and increasingly in law too.

But there may be moments when the face-to-face experience is needed and the cultural

nuances from visiting an overseas operation cannot be replicated via a purely digital

connection.

The other huge cultural moment of 2020 was the re-emergence of the Black Lives Matter

movement into the popular consciousness following the tragic death of George Floyd.

This has provoked much greater examination of racial diversity in business and in law,

but it remains to be seen how deep some of those examinations will go. Diversity has been

a sticking point for the legal profession, with little real progress being made over the last

20 years, particularly in law firms. Deep structural change is needed and many ways of

doing things need to be completely re-evaluated. Again, change is needed and let’s hope

it will come soon.

We are committed to having a diverse range of voices in our content. If you would like 

to write for us or even try writing for the first time, please contact me at

catherine@globelawandbusiness.com.

Catherine McGregor
Editor
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Pulling in
different
directions –
the challenge
of strategy
within
partnerships
Moray McLaren

How can law firms, based on the partnership model where individual success

is central, also develop strategies needed to succeed as organisations?

Moray McLaren explores the issues faced and some possible solutions.
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Last year, I was called by the managing partner of
a highly successful independent law firm. She

told me how the firm has been growing and costs are
rising. But, with a more competitive environment,
the leadership team were seeking more joined-up
thinking about the future of the firm.

They had hired one of the big brand name US
business consultancies to advise them on the way
forward. After a lengthy and very detailed diagnostic
review, which was subsequently signed off by the
partners, the new strategy was launched – proposing
a reorganisation of service lines and introducing
cross-practice industry groups. After the fanfare, 
she told me frustratedly, everything had fallen flat –
nothing had happened.

She wanted my view on the strategy itself, which I
told her all looked very logical. The challenges being
faced by the firm were very common as were the
actions required to solve them. The research and
conclusions were compelling, I said. “There will
have been nothing in the strategy which was a
surprise to you and your partners.”

“Of course”, she agreed, “but I was hoping that
hearing this from external consultants would have
made us more likely to actually do something”.

Her question took me back to my own time in a
law firm – the growing collection of consultancy
reports collecting dust on my shelf. The problem
wasn’t the consultants or the strategy, I found 
myself explaining, more the challenging nature of
partnerships. Why is it that successful approaches
being implemented in corporations so often fail
within law firms?

Personal agendas or firm objectives?
After 25 years as an adviser to law firms, I was also
reflecting my own frustrations. A significant number
of the firms I advise struggle with implementing the
strategies which every partner has agreed is
important. Given the current economic uncertainty
caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, the need to
implement such changes – and to do so quickly –
has now become critical.

The challenge is very different to that in any
corporation and is typically expressed by the
leadership team in terms of a lack of discipline
among partners or, more correctly in my view, a 

lack of accountability to each other. Traditionally,
lawyers have enjoyed a high level of autonomy in
developing their own practice which today is at odds
with pursuing shared objectives within much larger
and modern organisations.

As I explained to the managing partner, in those
firms where lack of accountability is the challenge,
the solution is typically straightforward – though
much easier in theory than practice. A plan for new
service lines and industry groups is meaningless
without people who can make it happen.

First, partners need to be clear about their
expectations of each other – both in terms of their
role in actioning the strategy (leading these new
teams), but more importantly in the wider context 
of their contribution as a co-owner of the firm.

I am always surprised how rarely partners set aside
time to discuss their expectations for the business,
and by implication to talk to each other as partners.
Working within a partnership structure myself, I
appreciate how tempting it is to avoid these topics –
ironically even more so where tensions have already
arisen about who is pulling their weight or not, or
how power is being exercised.

The challenge is so common I have developed a
specific methodology to unpack the rights and also
duties of partners. The starting point is surfacing
and then defining what it takes to be a partner in a
particular firm: “What are we trying to achieve and
what are our expectations of each other for
achieving that?”

No two firms are the same, although the
similarities are striking. Partners typically start by
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raising the hard expectations such as financial
performance often expressed in terms of hours
worked rather than profit gained. There can be 
huge sensitivities, however, in firms that don’t 
have or enforce financial targets (and I find that
there are still quite a few, even among the most
financially successful firms).1

We then address the ‘soft’ expectations, which 
can be harder, such as contribution to management,
developing clients and leadership – building the
practice and developing people.

At this stage, I always need to emphasise that
while the hard issues are important to financial
performance this year, it is the soft aspects which
ensure the longer-term health and profitability of
the business especially during such tumultuous
times.

Partnerships still struggle to recognise and reward
the contribution of their leaders – those who feel
duty bound to forego their own practice in favour of
assisting the firm. I am always surprised how many
are effectively working a double-shift, balancing
their legal/client handling and leadership roles –
which is absurd given that many law firms are now
multi-million dollar businesses.2

Aside from their personal motivations, it is also
important to define the behaviours required to
achieve that – what are the positive aspects that will
help you achieve your objectives and what negative
aspects will hold you back?

The discussions often focus on the benefits of
cooperation versus the downside of separate
practices, for instance in developing client relations

and also investing in people (hunting in packs or
going it alone, keeping inappropriate work to
themselves or passing it to colleagues etc).

The options are very black-and-white with limited
space for ambiguity. Above all, which interests
should partners follow, short-term personal interests
or longer-term firm interests? Growth is a common
strategy for law firms, and for the majority this
requires moving from a culture of ‘my client’ to 
‘our client’.

From expectations to objectives
With clarity over expectations, the second challenge
is agreeing performance indicators which enable
monitoring against them. This is particularly
important for those partners with leadership roles
(such as practice areas, service lines, industry
groups or client service teams). Again, the financial
aspects are tangible – hence easier to put hard
numbers around than intangibles such as
developing stronger client relationships and
investing in people.

The key is developing a clear and simple ‘partner
dashboard’ outlining the success indicators for
partners as they develop their career, including 
their personal objectives.3

At its simplest, partners agree annual objectives
within a formal planning process. Without going
into planning overdrive, these are typically required
at the firm, department and personal level.

Those with an agreed firm strategy have an
advantage here, as partners’ objectives flow easily
from the overarching umbrella objectives. At the
very least, some headline objectives are required 
at the firm level from which individual partner
objectives can be viewed against – be that growth 
in new markets, increasing specialisation or
developing a new service line, opening a new 
office etc.

Agreeing accountabilities
By now partners will have clarity over expectations,
but that is only the starting point in solving the
accountability challenge. The next hurdle is
establishing how partners choose to be held
accountable to each other for delivering those plans.
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As with any business, a performance management
system is required which allows the leadership to
gauge the performance of their people and reward
them accordingly.

But even the simple things can be difficult in a
partnership. Not only does performance
management raise sensitive issues regarding the
exercise of power and authority (to whom partners
decide to award authority and how that person
decides to exercise it) but also the extent to which
one partner is comfortable reporting on their
performance to another (“all of us are equal
although some of us are more equal than others”).

I find that every partnership handles
accountability in a different way. Some are fortunate
in that they have an acknowledged leader (or
leaders) to act as a persuader or enforcer,
remembering that unlike corporations there is no
line-authority. In partnerships, authority is earned
and not awarded and that is typically on the basis of
technical expertise and book of business rather than
management or leadership ability.4

Ultimately, the accountability discussion is
around options for rewarding high performance
and/or agreeing sanctions for non-compliance.
Some leaders do believe that financial rewards are
the biggest motivator in spite of numerous studies
challenging that.

In my own work, assisting leaders from over 100
law firms, it is only in very specific cases that money
is their main driver. As senior and highly successful
professionals, partners in commercial law firms are
financially comfortable. The big challenge in terms
of remuneration is, therefore, whether they feel that
the financial rewards appropriately reflect their
personal contribution – is this fair or not?

Having said that, with the absence of formal
strategy in most firms the profit-sharing criteria
becomes the de facto strategy. Put very simply,
professionals do what they feel they are rewarded 
to do.

For partnerships seeking to change behaviours
quickly, tweaking financial reward can bring instant
results but I have seen this backfire rather
spectacularly. In my experience, working with
cultural aspects – such as developing a common
sense of purpose as explored below – provides a
better long-term solution.

Back to basics
Discussing this with the managing partner
mentioned above (who was struggling to implement
her firm’s strategy) she was quick to acknowledge
that planning, objective setting and appraisals were
of course essential elements to the strategy – even 
if difficult given the nature of partnerships.

She has been particularly disappointed by the
partners she has asked to lead the new service lines
and industry groups. I noticed that throughout the
call she kept coming back to the same question:
“Perhaps the partners are simply not motivated to
change?”

Could it be that partners are not implementing the
strategy as the outcomes are not aligned with their
personal interests? Put another way, to what extent
is strategy in partnerships required to satisfy both
personal and firm agendas?5

There are a number of particularly challenging
aspects for partnerships here. As professionals are
able to practise alone, it is important to understand
the various motivations for lawyers deciding to be 
in business together. Professor Stephen Mayson 
was among the first to unpack these questions in 
his book Making Sense of Law Firms.6

For Professor Mayson, what he terms as
‘normative frameworks’ define partner expectations
for the extent of their collaboration, both the
opportunity and/or limitations for building
something jointly. He identifies three reflection
points along an axis where at one extreme partners
work very autonomously (paying little heed to the
needs of the firm) versus a stronger organisation
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whereby the interests of the individuals are
subsumed within those of the firm.

He defines the first approach as Convenience –
what I always imagine as every partner being in a
separate canoe and paddling in their own direction –
the premise being that the firm is simply a structure
for sharing overheads. A bit like a dental practice
with several dentists sharing premises and a
receptionist and nurse.

Second, he identifies a Cooperative firm where
partners seek to work in parallel – sharing a common
brand and cross-referring work to each other. In this
type of firm every partner has their own canoe but
they are at least attempting to paddle in the same
direction.

Finally, he draws a contrast with a Combination
firm where the objectives of the firm are greater 
than those of the individuals – in this type of firm 
all of the partners are in the same boat and ideally
paddling in unison with each other to the same
destination.

It is clear that working more as sole practitioners
than a firm – each partner doing their own thing – is
by no means a failure. In my experience, many firms
are very comfortable with this approach.7

Despite the overwhelming logic of increasing
specialisation through service lines and industry
groups, and taking a group approach to
institutionalising clients through client service
teams, it is only inevitable that individuals will ask:
“What specifically is in this for me?”.

But legal markets are changing. Without a stronger
level of coordination in terms of finding and doing

work – with every partner agreeing to pull in the
same direction – it is becoming harder to remain
competitive.

Firms have grown in size, which you could even
suggest is a requirement of the traditional up-or-out
model.8 For those that are not yet committed to
Combination this is a dangerous path – as they are
caught with rising costs but without the benefits of
increasing profit through stronger central
coordination.9 And dangerously, any steps toward
Combination at this stage can be intensely political
– partners may push back on any move towards
central direction and authority.10

Partners at the most successful firms are already
clear that the interests of the firm come first – they
surrender the ability to ignore or opt-out of firm-first
behaviours as they enter the building. There are
notable exceptions, however, such as the most
profitable US firms which have grown while still
valuing their collegial approach.11

To be clear, partners can of course define their
own needs through the firm. The challenge is when
separate pockets of partners have different
expectations of the firm along Professor Mayson’s
Convenience to Combination axis. Quite often a
leadership team will ask me for assistance with
developing a firm-wide strategy (where they see the
need for more collaboration) even if their partners
are still defining their business on a personal level.

Where personal and group agendas meet
When working with firms, I find it important to
interview partners on a one-to-one confidential
basis in order to understand their personal
aspirations and what this means in terms of what 
I think of as their shared purpose for the firm (as
illustrated in the two charts below). Gifted lawyers
are a sought-after asset, the key is finding what
made these individuals decide to work in this
particular firm. Was it the working environment,
opportunity to grow, type of work and clients,
specialist industries, market reputation or
profitability? Some partners may not have asked
themselves these questions, asking what they value
most or least about the firm and what would push
them to leave helps surface the answers.

This also allows a firm to get buy-in from every
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partner, so they feel they have had an opportunity 
to contribute to the project. With clarity over any
different agendas it is easier to steer the project 
to outcomes that everyone can support and 
make happen.

Starting in the right place
So where does this leave our managing partner
struggling to implement her new strategy? Within a
more competitive environment, she could see that
the leadership team are pushing for more joined-up
thinking about the opportunities they wish to
pursue (with increasing specialisation by practice
areas and industry groups) while the average partner
in the corridor is loathe to give up their autonomy
and agree to be managed.

Currently the delta between personal and firm
objectives is not strong enough for sufficient
numbers of partners to support the new business
case. The managing partner finds herself in a
difficult position – leading from the front and out 
of step with partner wishes. The firm’s expensive
strategy review had failed to understand how

cultural change was a prerequisite for implementing
what was (on paper at least) a simple change in
practice and industry groups.

But how to move the firm along the axis to
collaboration? It can be achieved but only if partners
feel a genuine need to change (building a burning
platform from the current market challenges). As
has often been said within legal services: “It is hard
telling a group of millionaires that they are doing
something wrong”.

In tandem, there has to be clear benefits of
changing – I think of this more in terms of the 
vision for a better future. Are the downsides of
change more than compensated for by the 
potential upside?

Uncertainties caused by the global Covid-19
pandemic has served to underline the need for firms
to adapt and find new approaches. Having said that,
the negative impact has been much less than
predicted and nothing like as bad as the years
following the financial crash of 2008. Clients will
always need top legal advice, it would seem,
especially during difficult times. Revenues have
remained stable although there is a question mark
over longer-term profitability.

And finally, as I have already suggested, within
firms lacking mature business approaches and
personal discipline, the change required needs to 
be broken down into simple and achievable steps.

At its core, growth is dangerous without a
commitment to placing the firm’s interests over 
the individual’s interests. Partners have to commit
to being ‘a firm’ before embarking on growth and
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sign-up to the consequences – not least foregoing
their right to go about things in their own way.

But this does not necessarily mean hanging-up
their personal ambitions. An effective strategic
approach should be able to engage all partners –
reflecting their personal career ambitions with 
the best interests of the firm as a whole.

And if partners prefer paddling their canoes as
they wish? Many firms are still successful as solo
businesses sharing only a common name and
overhead. However, with increasingly challenging
market conditions they are becoming less
sustainable.
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1 Many firms have partners who are reticent about
financial targets, a simple fact of life in any business.
Partners do of course have expectations around their
profit-share and are keen to increase that – the annual
budget therefore provides every firm with de facto
financial targets. Language is important, however, and
financial ‘expectations’ is often a safer starting point
than ‘targets’.

2 On the other hand, those dedicating a substantial
amount of time to leadership are vulnerable with no
clear path back to legal work when voted out. I see how
all parties benefit from very clear KPIs avoiding any
ambiguity over what is expected of a leader and whether
they deliver that.

3 Balanced scorecards are one of the most effective ways 
of achieving this (in a clear and simple format) and are
increasingly popular in law firms.

4 I have always found that positioning partner appraisals
as an ‘annual development meeting’ is better than being
positioned as a ‘visit to the head teacher’.

5 This might be viewed as an absurd question to ask
managers within corporations such as Walmart or Ford
Motors, but presumably this is the test for any successful
business. And the question would be less unusual for
knowledge experts such as Sir Johnny Ives who raised
eyebrows with his departure as the creative genius
behind Apple (“what, aren’t we paying him enough?”).
The partnership model has been very successful in
attracting and retaining talent with some important
lessons for corporations.

6 Stephen Mayson, Making Sense of Law Firms (Blackstone
Press, 1997).

7 Many of the firms with greatest expertise have relied
more on individual reputation than the firm brand. Yes,

partners are keen to collaborate in decision-making
while maintaining very autonomous practices.

8 Often referred to in the United States as the ‘partnership
tournament’ whereby the opportunity of making partner
motivates junior lawyers to give 100% as they move up
through the ranks (an approach which has the
requirement for growth built in). Some of these
assumptions are now being reviewed in light of new
approaches to the law firm business model plus also the
changing aspirations of young lawyers.

9 Lexington’s research shows how a majority of firms
experience a drop in profits as they grow. This is due in
part to the initial investment required within a larger
entity – what I would describe as developing an
institutional approach. With higher costs of delivery 
and changing market conditions, economies of scale 
is now relevant to law firms.

10 Over time and with growth, firms need to adapt their
approach to governance in order to resolve the tensions
of transitioning from centralised decision-making
(under founders) to de-centralisation and back again.

11 In my work assisting global law firms with key account
management (KAM) the differences between UK and US
partners are very clear. At its simplest, US lawyers will
seek to lead the client relationship (it is of course their
personal book of business) while UK partners more
easily recognise the benefits of embedding client
relationships and ensuring they last beyond specific
partners. The UK partners at global firms will, therefore,
see the benefits of KAM while US partners will often
either fail to see the need or actually push back against
it. There are many elements to this including – front of
stage – the various approaches to financial reward.
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